1. Open the box of graham crackers with both hands.
2. Open the plastic wrapping and take out one graham cracker.
3. Break it in half so that you have two squares.
4. Place one half on your palm. Place both halves on the plate next to each other.
5. Unscrew the lids of both the nutella and marshmallow fluff and place the lids on the table.
6. Take a knife and scoop out some nutella, with one hand holding the jar.
7. Take one half of the graham cracker and spread the nutella that's on the knife evenly on the graham cracker.
8. Put the graham cracker with nutella back on the plate, and put down the knife.
9. Pick up the clean knife and do the same with the marshmallow fluff on the other graham half.
10. Take the 2 halves of graham cracker and push them together with the nutella and marshmallow fluff sides sticking/facing each other.

EAT!
Making S'mores

Step 1: Open rectangular box labelled "grahams". Take out first graham cracker and eat it to see if it tastes good. Take out another cracker and break into 2 equal squares.

Step 2: *Pick up knife by the handle. Open "jet-puffed" can by unscrewing top to the left (if that doesn't work try right).* Take a heaping scoop of jet-puff and put it on the left graham cracker piece.

Step 3: Place knife on lid of "jet-puff". Open "Nutella" box the same way. Pick up clean knife by the handle. Take an even bigger heaping scoop of Nutella and smear it on top of the Jet-Puff on the graham cracker. Put down knife.

Step 4: Gently put second cracker on top.

Step 5: Throw cracker at nearest student (aim at mouth)
MAKING SMORES - CLASS WORK

open graham cracker box

1. Pick up a graham cracker and put it flat on the table
2. Take one knife by the handle
3. Open the jar of nutella
4. Dip blade of knife into nutella
5. Take it out
6. Spread onto graham cracker, on table (the side facing the ceiling)
7. Put knife blade first back into nutella jar
8. Repeat steps 1-7 substituting marshmellow cream for nutella. Use the other knife.
9. Place nutella side of 1st cracker onto marshmellow side of second cracker
10. Pick up with hand
11. Eat.